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White Woman Passes 

By Jeanne Choy Tate (SF) 

 
 

“White Woman Passes for Black.” A little over a year ago, this headline burst across the front-page news. A white 

woman, Rachel Dolezal, so longed to be black, that she lied, not just to others, but to herself in order to access 

power in the African American community’s fight for racial justice. Her story disturbs my morning coffee and roils 

the placid waters of my own oh-so-carefully constructed bicultural identity.  

 

Like Rachel, I feel passionate about racial justice. I too have tried to leave my racial heritage behind—the 

cobblestone beliefs of my colonial hometown, where to be a border state referred, not to Mexico, but to the Civil 

War and “coming out” meant cotillions, white gloves, and stiff net formals. In my longing to participate fully in the 

fight for civil rights, borrowing another culture’s story was easier than claiming painful contradictions in my own 

white culture’s deep divides. With Rachel’s exposure, the burden of whiteness I have tried so hard to leave behind 

returns to haunt me. So, while I don’t condone Rachel’s lie, I identify with her desire for a passport to a different 

racial heritage.  

 

Racially Caucasian, ethnically, I am a hybrid, a mestizo mix of cultures: biracial marriage, parent of a biracial-

bicultural adult child, white person in the Chinese-American community, Chinese-identified in the world of whites. 

In Chinatown, I am Caucasian, forever the foreigner. In broader San Francisco and in my East Coast homeland, I am 

white, the defining race. My outward appearance both defines and confines me. The color of my skin speaks 

volumes. It shouts of privilege, dominance, oppression. White outside, inside I am some ever shifting mix of East 

and West, foreign and familiar, rootedness and ever-emerging being.  

 

If I cling too closely to the Chinese-American community it is because, oddly enough, this is where I most feel a 

sense of belonging. A Navy child, perpetual outsider, with each new school—thirteen in all—I peered through 

chain-link diamonds on the playground fence, separated from the promised land of peer acceptance. Tired of 

constant arguments with my father over social change, I dropped out of my southern woman’s college and crossed 

the continent in my cousin’s top-down red TR. The year was 1964, one year after Kennedy’s assassination and 

Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech. Bob Dylan had just released his “The Times They Are A-

Changin’.” I was nineteen.  

 

Wanting to live as far away as I could get from my family and still be in the United States, I came to live and work 

as a church volunteer in San Francisco’s Chinatown. Its own small town within the larger city, Chinatown then—as 

in its earlier history—was still largely a bounded enclave of Cantonese-speaking immigrants with a burgeoning 

population of second-generation youth. It was just starting to spill into the streets of North Beach, crossing over 

Broadway—that previously rigid dividing line where, not many years before, Italian and Chinese youth lined on 

either side to hurl taunts across the thoroughfare.  

 

A Chinese-American church took me in a stranger and offered hospitality. Invited to eat at the table of another 

culture, I found myself starving for balance to my diet. Here in Chinatown, where everyone was connected or in 

some way related, I found the community I longed for. Faan gwaai–white devil or ghost—finally this barbarian had 

a place and an accepted identity. Even the reputed sour smell of milk-drinking Caucasians did not deter the sense of 

my belonging.  

 

I began to see the world through Asian eyes. I started noticing the racism of body language as whites—who would 

swear they had no racist bones within their bodies—expressed discomfort in a turning of the head, a stiffening of 

shoulders, or shouting as if the Chinese person standing there was deaf. I learned a history erased from East Coast 

schoolbooks: how, for fifty-eight years, the Chinese Exclusion Act prohibited that race from immigration; how 

Japanese, in WWII, were interned in camps. Though it is hard to believe now, in the 1960s, Chinese who tried to 

rent or buy in the Richmond or Sunset districts were turned down on some excuse, so subtle, that discrimination was 

difficult to prove.  
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Ironically, while teenage rebellion against parental heritage was accepted as a Western rite of passage, my Chinese-

American peers were proudly laying claim to their ethnic identity. I joined with Chinese friends in making fun of 

people of color who tried to pass for, or act as, white. Oreo, coconut, banana, we called them—our jokes filled with 

prohibitions on behavior not deemed acceptable. There was no name for whites who tried to pass for black. There 

was no need—no one wished to cross in that direction. I tried to raise my street cred by laughing at myself as Egg—

white woman trying to pass for Chinese, white woman with an Asian soul. In my early twenties, it all seemed funny. 

Today, in my seventies, I wonder that I did not see my fragile shell.  

 

In 1975, when my Chinese-American husband and I married, miscegenation laws against interracial marriage were 

still on the books in my home state. Fortunately, we were in our thirties and both sets of parents were simply happy 

we were finally getting married. But, in Chinatown then, to marry outside your race was a betrayal of community. 

Racial ethnic ideology said: “Marry within your race or you will abandon your race . . . You will sell out to the 

white oppressor . . . You will lose your roots . . . You will become the feared ‘Other.’” While our church community 

joined with us in celebration, Chinatown activists were not so accepting. Some friendships disappeared forever.  

 

I worried that marrying me might draw my husband away from his Chinese culture. No one worried that I might 

somehow change to become the forbidden Chinese ‘Other.’ For white remains the dominant American culture. Its 

tentacles are all pervasive. This view, however, ignores the strength of Chinese culture and turns a blind eye to its 

power. The Chinese self knows its clear identity, as a race and as a culture. I am married to that clarity. In my 

marriage, I daily engage a strong ethnic identity lived with conviction. If anyone has capitulated, I am that person. 

How could I not surrender portions of who I am or kneel in the face of ethnic certainty? 

 

Once a writing assignment required that I tell my life story in just six words. These words came closest: “Always 

outsider, life upon the margins.” Though I ache to claim my outsider identity as part of who I am, I envision my 

writing group pulling away in fear that my “outsider” virus might be catching. When I tell my husband my 

assignment, without a pause, he names his six word story: “I am a Chinese-American person.”  

 

I so envy people of color their racial pride, their certainty of cultural identity. Like many white liberals, I orphaned 

myself from my ethnic inheritance. I defined myself, not by who I am, but by what I am against. A continent away 

from my East Coast home, I slammed the phone on differences I could not bridge . . . hippies, Civil Rights, and 

Vietnam. Parents, childhood peers, and hometown values—the voices of these ‘Others’ served as foil to construct 

my separate identity. But the ancestors do not die. Like tinted photos from the past, though images may fade, their 

heritage leaves traces on my soul. The generations nest inside to clash and battle on.  

 

I am divided within, a hybrid mix of ethnicities and clashing versions of history. In my mushy mix of European 

cultures—Danish, Irish, Scotch, Jamestown settler—like many white Americans, I don’t know which heritage to 

claim. Even more confounding, liberal and conservative versions of white America’s heritage lock in battle with 

each other: One side claiming pride; the other, guilt. With each side hoping to be declared sole victor, neither tells 

our racial story as a whole. I long for a racial narrative that does not blind itself to privilege or politely pretend to not 

see race. Indeed the harder conversations lie, not with other races, but within myself and with others of my race. 

And, if I fail to claim my white identity, how can I come to the table with other ethnic groups?  

 

Chinatown, as much a state of heart as geographic place, has laid its stamp on me, marking me forever as other than 

who I ethnically became at birth. It gave me the gift to see my culture from the outside looking in. For it is in the 

crossing of a border that culture makes its presence known. But unless I turtle-like have carried my home culture 

with me on my back, a border crossing makes it difficult to fit back in upon returning home. For when I peer at 

home from outside looking in, I have no home. The longing to belong somewhere is palpable.  

 

I begin to understand why Rachel’s story jars me so. Recently I mentioned, proudly, my faan gwaai status to a 

friend. I held the term out lovingly, a sign of my belonging, till I saw, reflected in her eyes that, what to me meant 

belonging, to her said ‘racist.’ Here in Chinatown, in the only community I have ever known, I stand on shifting 

ground, knowing I can never fully belong. I will always be a guest and outsider, on the receiving end of hospitality. 

 

To live on the border line between two cultures is, like architect Maya Lin, to live on “the line that divides . . . the 

place where opposites meet.” I crackle with the tension of opposing sides. If I would heal my story I cannot rage 
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within myself, disowning chunks of who I am. At some point, Anzaldua says, “[I]t is not enough to stand on the 

opposite river bank … locked in mortal combat between oppressor and oppressed. We have to leave the opposite 

bank and somehow view both shores at once upon a widening line between the two.”  

 

The thin border line that once defined my being is widening every day. With age, I’ve come to know a gentling 

towards my parents’ world. Their lives have become more nuanced as if, in afterlife somewhere, they continue to 

mature. For unity does not require sameness and, ultimately, it is our differences that heal us. In marriage, for 

instance—particularly interracial marriage—daily encounters with difference are up front and in your face. Yet, over 

time, the Other moves inside to clash and blend, to challenge and enrich. Though each of us retains our own unique 

integrity, we are now married, irretrievably, within. What was once ‘them’ and ‘Other’ has long ago turned into 

‘me,’ no longer enemy, but friend.   

 

In truth, I am a hybrid of identities alive with contradictions. “Do I contradict myself?” Walt Whitman writes, “Very 

well then I contradict myself, / (I am large, I contain multitudes.)” I have become my own diversity. Where charted 

waters fall off the edge of page, I map new worlds and weave a story fresh with meaning. 

 

I am a builder of bridges, creator of the in-between. Who I am I know as fluid, always shifting, part of an emerging 

culture that even now is coming into being. As I heal the split of inner battles and claim a many-cultured inheritance, 

I find—not peace perhaps—but wholeness. . . a life alight with energy, creativity, and vital sources of renewal. My 

white, now splashed with color, is softened at the edges by the shades of many cultures. 

 

I gather the splintered and disowned parts . . . and hold them in my arms . . . Something pulsates 

in my body, a luminous thin thing that grows thicker every day. Its presence never leaves me. I am 

never alone.  –Gloria Anzaldua, Borderlands 

 

 

 

 


